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SUN DAMAGE
The sun damages everything; your skin, your car's
skin, even your parking lot's skin. What can you do to
minimize damage?

People: First and foremost, put on some sunscreen! Nothing is more important than your health. HERE ARE
a few other things to worry about with prolonged sun exposure too.
Cars: What harm can the sun do to your car? Fading, cracking, broken parts, indicator lights ablaze - and
more! If you're not keen on these effects, check out THESE STATEFARM TIPS to prevent sun damage.
Surface Lots: The best preventative measure is to put an environmentally friendly seal coat on your lot from
the beginning. Click here for info on solar reflectivity & bio-based rejuvenator options.
Whatever you do - just don't blindly use a coal tar emulsion! (It's probably carcinogenic, among other health
concerns - click for a brief recap of the research in this area.)
If you're still considering coal tar coatings, READ THIS FIRST.
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IPMI 2019
We all have a lot to learn in the parking
industry. This year ParkPlus enjoyed
bringing IPMI attendees our RushHour
game, hearing great sessions, and
networking with contacts old and new.
If you missed the show, click any of the items below to get
caught up:
Our very own Chelsea Webster spoke at the event - her
topic was Media Interactions 101. Get the slide deck!
This official program guide lists all the vendors.
Search any social media platform for #IPMI2019 to see
what others took in at the show
And finally, look out for the next issue of Parking &
Mobility magazine for a full show recap!
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APP ANNIE
If you have an app, sell an app, monitor an app, or provide
end users a free app in the parking industry - this is a tool
you'll want to take note of. A few features:
Search 1,799,262 apps from 579,880 publishers
See how apps rank by category - and how you stack
up to your competitors
On demand reports on your app's usage, engagement
, downloads, revenue, rankings & more
If you want App Annie's advice on app store
optimization, user acquisition & more - get it here
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SUMMER EVENTS
& PARKING
People flock to events when the weather is
good. How can you maximize parking revenue
from these temporary crowds?
One great way to add a cash influx is to rent out your parking lots to event
organizers. You can charge a flat rate for the lot per hour or per day, or charge per
vehicle as they enter. If you need a blueprint for a great parking lot rental program,
CHECK OUT THIS ONE from the Calgary Parking Authority.
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ON-STREET PARKING RATES
How does your city stack up against these major metropolitan areas? If you're trying to
implement a new paid parking program, data like this is key - you have both a case study
and a comparison tool. You're welcome!
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Average hourly rate for on-street parking in the downtown core
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